
As Professional Registered current members we are now able to use this in all our
media and communication. Using it as a Professional Member will set you apart

from other therapists who are not registered and keeping up their training
commitments and registration. Below are the 3 formats that the logo can be used in.
Please ensure that when using it for any of your material that the logo and words are

not changed in anyway. This is a registered Trademark and must be represented
correct as it was originally designed. This includes no abbreviation - as this can dilute
our name. So rather than our previous name that was abbreviated to NZBTI ( which

really meant nothing to the public ) Bowen Therapy New Zealand must be written in
its entirety whenever being used. 

How do you use this logo on your material? 
When using the logo in any material/advertising, you will need to also quote the

following Key Words alongside the logo :
 “Registered Professional Member” 

If not using the logo: Use the words “ Registered Professional member of Bowen
Therapy New Zealand” 

The use of this logo and associated words is only available to current paid up
members. If a Practitioner ceases their membership, then this logo and associated

words must be removed from any material. 
Here is a background and meaning associated with the logo: Our Logo 

The Bowen Therapy New Zealand Logo is inspired by the New Zealand Koru, a
widely recognised symbol of our Country around the world. The Koru is the main
symbol of NZ Maori Art, carving and tattoo and is a symbol of New Life, growth,

strength, peace and healing. The circular part of the Koru helps to create the feeling
of movement.... while the inner coil suggests a return to the point of origin. The Koru

is the central and main motif in Kowhaiwhai designs, used to decorate Maori
wharenui or Meeting Houses. The design depicts a fern frond unfurling to reach up
seeking sun and light. In our case, the Koru design we have chosen is perfect for a
Therapy which promotes and teaches Health and Wellbeing. Our story, is one of
Wellbeing, Health of Mind, Body and Spirit and in many cases of New Life, all of

which are deeply embodied in the Koru. 
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